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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces Stage, a Ruby implementation of Actors
inspired by the concurrency support in the Erlang programming
language. This implementation demonstrates how dynamic lan-
guage features can be used to implement convenient and expressive
concurrency support. Stage has several interesting features that
contribute to this expressiveness, including: (1) pattern based
support for receiving and handling messages using method calls
and blocks, (2) a specialized form of predicate dispatch based
on pattern matching for messages that supports overriding and
the dynamic addition of alternatives, (3) support for a simple
convention based dispatching of messages, and (4) techniques for
extending the predicate dispatch to also consider an actor’s state.
This paper also provides several examples which illustrate how
Stage can be used to effectively express concurrent problems.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Miscellaneous
General Terms
Languages
Keywords
actor model, concurrency, ruby programming language
1. INTRODUCTION
In their drive to continue to improve the performance of their
processors, companies such as Intel, AMD and IBM are turning to
technologies such as multicore architectures [8]. To take advantage
of these advances, software needs to be written with concurrency in
mind. A number of approaches to concurrent programming exist;
threads [6] and transactional memory [4], for example. The Actor
model is an approach that has theoretical appeal and has also served
as the basis for practical implementations [5]. For example, Erlang
is a programming language that follows the Actor model for its
concurrency support [10].
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In this paper we introduce Stage, a Ruby implementation of
the Actor model inspired in part by Erlang’s concurrency support.
Ruby is a popular dynamically-typed, object-oriented program-
ming language with only primitive support for concurrent program-
ming [9]. This work demonstrates how dynamic language features
can be used to implement convenient and expressive concurrency
support in a language not designed with concurrency in mind.
Stage has several interesting features, four of which we highlight
here. First, pattern based support for receiving and handling
messages using method calls and blocks (see Sections 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4). Second, a specialized form of predicate dispatch based
on pattern matching for messages which allows methods to be
designated as handlers for messages matching particular patterns.
This dispatch mechanism supports overriding and the dynamic
addition of alternatives (see Section 3.5). Third, support for a
simple convention based dispatching of messages that allows the
implementation of actors with little concern for the mechanics of
message handling (see Section 3.6). Finally, support for several
techniques for extending the predicate dispatch system to also
consider an actor’s state (see Section 3.7).
Taken together Stage’s features provide several software engi-
neering beneﬁts for programmers. First, it is designed to allow
programmers to easily write programs, in terms of actors and mes-
sages, that take advantage of the concurrency support available on
multicore and multiprocessor architectures. Second, interactions
between actors are deliberately limited to an asynchronous mes-
saging system that, when compared with more standard threading
approaches, improves the correctness and eases the debugging of
concurrent programs. Third, there is support for a straight forward
declarative approach to specifying how messages are to be handled,
simplifying the work of creating concurrent programs.
2. BACKGROUND
The concurrency model supported by the Erlang programming
language is a special case of the Actor model, which is a model of
concurrent computation based on actors and messages introduced
in 1973 [5]. In an Actor based system, each actor object has its own
thread of control and a message queue [1]. Actors communicate by
sending asynchronous messages which are stored in the receiving
actor’s message queue until they are handled. This model avoids
many of the challenges programmers face when using threads with
a shared memory model. For example, client code does not need to
deal with locking or synchronization issues and so a whole family
of potential bugs are eliminated.
Erlang’s implementation of the Actor model is based on three
primitives: spawn, send and receive [2]. The spawn function
takes a function as an argument and creates a new concurrent
process which evaluates the passed function. The spawn functionreturns a process identiﬁer which can be used to send messages
to that process. Messages are sent asynchronously using the send
operator (“!”) and are stored in the recipient’s mailbox. The receive
expression receives a message from the mailbox and supports
pattern matching against messages.
Ruby is a dynamically-typed class-based object-oriented pro-
gramming language. In Ruby, a class deﬁnition creates a class by
executing the code in the body of the deﬁnition. This means that
method calls (often calls to class methods deﬁned in a superclass)
can be used as part of a class deﬁnition, one way that Ruby supports
metaprogramming). This feature of Ruby is important for our
implementation of message handling based on methods and also
predicatedispatchbasedmessagehandlinginwhichclientcodecan
declare that a particular method should be called to handle certain
messages.
In the current stable version of Ruby (1.8.6) the supported
threads are so called “green threads” (or VM threads) which can
not run concurrently. The current development branch supports
native threads, however, because of locking in the virtual machine,
these can still not run in a truly concurrently way even if they are
executed on a multicore processor. Because a primary goal of this
work is to explore support for true concurrent programming, in our
implementation of actors, each actor executes in its own operating
system process. Communication between actors is done by sending
messages over sockets. These implementation details are generally
hidden from the user, however it is important to note that this means
that practically actors can only interact through Stage’s messaging
system, avoiding many challenges with ensuring the correctness of
concurrent programs.
Our implementation makes heavy use of Ruby code blocks.
Blocks are used to deﬁne Stage’s receive expression and to deﬁne
simple actors, so we will brieﬂy describe this feature here (for more
information about blocks and the Ruby programming language in
general, see [9]). In Ruby, a code block is a set of Ruby statements
and expressions between curly braces ({...}) or between a do/end
pair. A block may have an argument list between vertical bars. The
number of arguments accepted by a block is called its arity. Blocks
can be passed as part of a method invocation and can be converted
intoaProcobjectwhichcanbe“called”toinvoketheoriginalblock
(optionally passing in parameters). For example, in the following
code a block is passed to a call to a collection object’s each method
(which successively calls the given block with each element of the
collection). In this example the code in the block simply prints out
each element.
collection .each {|element|
puts element
}
3. STAGE
Stage is an implementation of the Actor model in Ruby, in-
ﬂuenced by the Erlang programming language’s support for con-
currency. In this section we describe our implementation of
Stage starting with its core support for concurrency based on the
Actor and ActorHandle classes and in particular the start, spawn,
send_message and receive methods (see Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and
3.4). Wethendiscussanextensiontothiscoresupportthatprovides
a specialized form of predicate dispatch based on pattern matching
on messages (see Section 3.5 and 3.6). Finally, we discuss ways
in which message handling can be made sensitive to an actor’s
state, including support for a form of dispatching based on both
the message and the state (see Section 3.7).
To illustrate Stage’s features in the following sections, we use
code snippets from a running example. The example is based on
an implementation of a simple hill climbing algorithm (a kind of
local search) which uses random restarts to avoid local minimums
[7]. Our implementation of this algorithm uses multiple actors
to concurrently explore different portions of the search space and
one additional actor to supervise the searching. Communication
between the supervising actor and the searching actors is done
using three kinds of messages:
• a solved message which a searcher sends to tell the supervi-
sor that the solution has been found,
• a stop_searching message which the supervisor sends to all
searchers once a solution has been found, and
• a restart message which the supervisor periodically sends to
all searchers indicating that they should start searching in a
new location in the search space.
Our hill climbing implementation is simple, however it is a
useful example of an algorithm that can beneﬁt from a multicore
architecture as searchers can work almost independently. Our
implementation demonstrates how effectively Stage can be used
to express solutions to such problems. The complete source
code for Stage and the examples in this paper are available at
http://sillito.ca/stage.
3.1 Creating and Starting Actors
The Actor class is central to Stage’s support for concurrency in
Ruby. For simple actors the Actor class can be instantiated directly.
More substantial actors can be deﬁned by subclassing the Actor
class. In our hill climbing example there is one class to implement
the searching algorithm and one class to supervise the searchers.
Both of these classes are subclasses of the Actor class.
class Searcher < Actor
...
end
class Supervisor < Actor
...
end
Actors are started using the start method in the Actor class.
When the start method is called it can be passed a block to execute.
If no block is passed the actor’s run method is called. In either
case, calling the start method forks the process and the actor is
started in the newly created child process and the start method, in
the parent process, returns immediately. The actor’s process (i.e.,
the child process) continues execution until the provided block or
the run method completes. Actors started in this way can execute
on different process or on different processor cores as scheduled
by the host operating system. The Actor class provides a default
implementation of the run method (described in detail in Section
3.5) which can be overridden by subclasses.
The start method returns an instance of the ActorHandle class
that acts as a proxy for communicating with the actor which is
running in a new process (see the next section for more information
on communicating with actors). Following Erlang’s terminology,
the spawn class method creates and starts an actor, so both of the
following lines of code instantiate and then start a new actor that is
an instance of the Supervisor class.
handle = Supervisor.new. start
handle = Supervisor.spawnLike Erlang, Stage provides support for linking actors. This
allows one actor to supervise another actor. If an actor terminates
abnormally (i.e., due to an un-handled exception) the supervising
actor is notiﬁed. In our hill climbing example, there is one instance
of the Supervisor class and, once started, that instance spawns
a conﬁgurable number of Searcher instances which concurrently
explore different portions of the search space. For the supervisor
actor to be linked to the searcher actors it spawns them using the
spawn_link method, passing a reference to itself.
handle = Searcher.spawn_link(self )
3.2 Sending Messages
Communication between actors is done using an asynchronous
messaging system. Messages are sent using the ActorHandle
class’s send_message method. A call to send_message returns
immediately without waiting for the message to be handled or
responded to by the receiving actor. The reason behind using
an asynchronous messaging system is that it encourages indepen-
dence between actors and generally a more resilient design. For
situations where synchronous messaging is required, a call to the
send_message method can be combined with a call to the receive
which will block until a message is received (see Section 3.3 for a
description of receive).
In the following code, based on our running hill climbing
example, a supervisor actor sends a message to a searcher actor
instructing it to restart its search in a new portion of the search
space. In this case, the message being sent is a symbol object
(in Ruby symbol objects are similar to enumerated types in C or
atoms in Erlang). This message is sent to each searching actor if no
solution is found after some time elapses.
handle.send_message(: restart )
The object passed to the send_message method (i.e., the message
object) is marshaled (using Ruby’s Marshal.dump) and sent over
a socket to the intended actor. On the receiving end the object
is read from the socket and un-marshaled (using Marshal.load).
This means that, with a few exceptions, any object can be sent as a
message. Also, note that marshaling and socket connection activity
is hidden from client code.
Each actor process has its own mailbox, which is an instance of
theMailboxclass, wheremessagesarestoreduntiltheyarereceived
by the actor. Client code using Stage does not interact directly with
the Mailbox class, however, behind the scenes the mailbox ensures
that messages are removed from and restored to the mailbox in
the order they are ﬁrst stored in the mailbox (more on receiving
messages is discussed in the next section). The mechanisms for
sending, storing and receiving messages is the only place that
locking and threads is used in Stage and, again, these details are
hidden from client code.
As mentioned in the previous section, actors can be linked so
that one actor can supervise another actor (this is done by starting
the actor that is to be supervised using spawn_link method). If a
supervised actor terminates abnormally (i.e., due to an unhandled
exception) a message is automatically sent to the supervising actor,
informing the supervisor of the error. An actor can also directly
send a message to its supervisor using the notify_linked_actor
method. For example, in our hill climbing if a searcher actor ﬁnds
a solution it notiﬁes the supervising actor as follows:
notify_linked_actor ([: solved, @solution])
3.3 Receiving Messages
Actors can receive and process messages using the Actor class’s
receive method, which considers (in order) each message in the
mailboxuntil oneof themis“matched”. Onlythematched message
is removed from the mailbox. The other messages stay in the
mailbox and are again considered on subsequent calls to the receive
method. If no matching message is found in the mailbox, the call
to receive will block until a matching message arrives (unless a
timeout is speciﬁed, see Section 3.4).
The receive method can be called with a block of arity one or
two, or in other words it can be called with a block that takes
one argument or a block that takes two arguments. If the provided
block is of arity one, it is passed the ﬁrst message in the mailbox (if
there is one) and that message is assumed to be matched and will
be removed from the mailbox (i.e., will be consumed), unless the
block calls the method nomatch. For example, this call to receive
will unconditionally accept the ﬁrst message in the mailbox and
that message will be removed from the mailbox.
receive () {|msg|
...
}
However, the following call to the receive method will only accept
messages that are symbol objects with the value :quit. If the ﬁrst
message in the mailbox does not satisfy that condition the nomatch
method will be called and the next message will be considered.
This will continue until a message matches or until all messages in
the mailbox are considered. Only the matching message, if there
is one, is removed from the mailbox. If no match is found the call
to receive will block until new messages arrive, possibly blocking
indeﬁnitely.
receive () {|msg|
if msg != : quit
nomatch()
end
...
}
For more sophisticated message matching behavior, the receive
method can be called with a block of arity two. In this case
the supplied block is passed the message and an instance of the
Alternative class that can be used for pattern matching on the
message. This matching takes the form of a series of calls the
the Alternative instance’s call method and the message is only
considered to be matched if one of those calls succeeds. The block
associated with the ﬁrst matching alternative will be called and
its return value will be returned as the return value of the call to
receive (this is convenient for incorporating calls to receive into
loops, assignments or other expressions).
The alternatives will be considered in order and only the ﬁrst
matching block is called, so alternatives should be ordered from
most to least speciﬁc. The Alternative class’s other method can be
used to provide a default alternative that will match any message,
provided that no previous alternative has been matched. The
following code snippet illustrates the basic form of a call to the
receive method.
receive () {| alt , msg|
alt . call ( pattern1 ) {
# code to execute if the message matches pattern1
...
}
alt . call ( pattern2 ) {# code to execute if the message matches pattern2
# (but not pattern1 )
...
}
alt .other {
# code to execute if the message does not match
# either pattern
..
}
}
When a matching block is called, the arguments are passed in
a way that is sensitive to the arity of the block. Speciﬁcally, if
the block’s arity is greater than one and the message is an instance
of the Array class, the array elements are passed to the block as
separate parameters. For example, in the following code if the
message being handled were an array of size two, the two objects
in the array would be passed as separate arguments are bound to
value1 and value2 respectively.
alt .other {|value1, value2|
...
}
Arbitrary objects can be passed as patterns and matching be-
tweenpatternsandmessagesiscarriedoutusingthefollowingthree
rules designed to allow programmers to conveniently and ﬂexibly
express the type of messages a particular call to receive is intended
to handle.
1. Using Ruby’s === operator, which provides sensible match-
ing for a wide range of pattern and message types. For
example, a pattern that is a class will match messages that
are instances of that class, and patterns that are regular
expressions will match messages that are strings satisfying
that regular expression.
2. If the pattern is a callable object then matching will be done
by calling that object with the message as an argument. If the
call returns anything other than nil or false it is taken to be
a match. For example, the following pattern will only match
even integers.
is_even = proc {|msg| msg % 2 == 0}
alt . call (is_even) { ... }
3. If more than one pattern object is passed (or the pattern is an
array) and the message is an array, matching is done in parts
by recursively applying these three rules.
As a special case, the symbol “:_” matches anything (including
the “rest” of an array message). For example, the pattern in the
following call will match any message that is an Array instance
with the symbol :solved as the ﬁrst object in the array.
alt . call ([: solved, :_]) {...}
Finally, there is also support for “when guards” which can be
used to further deﬁne the conditions under which a message should
be considered to be matched, adding additional ﬂexibility. For
example, in the following code, the call to the alt.call method
ensures that only messages that are Arrays with a symbol object
(with the value :set_value) and an Integer are matched. The call
to the when method checks if the supplied value (i.e., the second
object in the array) is greater than some current value stored in an
instance variable (@current_value). If it is not then the message is
not considered to be matched.
receive () {| alt , msg|
alt . call (: set_value , Integer ) {|s, value|
self .when(value > @current_value)
...
}
}
3.4 Receiving with a Timeout
By default the receive method will not return until a message is
matched by the provided block, possibly waiting indeﬁnitely for an
appropriate message to arrive in the mailbox. This default behavior
can be overridden by providing a timeout value as an argument to
the receive method. This sets the maximum time (in milliseconds)
that the call will wait to receive a message. To handle the timeout
event, the block passed to the receive method can call the after
method in the Alternative class. Here is the basic form of a call to
the receive method with a a timeout.
receive (timeout) {| alt , msg|
alt . call ( pattern1 ) {
...
}
alt . after {
# code to execute if no message is matched before
# the timeout is reached
...
}
}
For example, the following method implements a delayed call to
a block.
def delay(timeout, ∗args, &f)
receive (timeout) {| alt , msg|
alt . call (: cancel) {nil}
alt . after {f. call (∗args)}
}
end
The method takes, as its ﬁrst argument a timeout value which it
passes to the call to receive. If no :cancel message is received
before that timeout occurs the supplied block is called (see f.call
in the above code). Note that the return value of the call to receive
(and as a result the return value of the call to delay) will be the value
returned by the provided block if it is called. If a :cancel message
arrives before the timeout occurs, a value of nil will be returned.
Here is how the delay method can be called.
result = delay(10000) {
# code to execute after 10 seconds have elapsed
}
A timeout value of nil (which is the default value) means that
the call to receive should wait as long as necessary (possibly
indeﬁnitely) for a matching message. A timeout value of 0 will
cause the timeout to occur immediately. However, receive will ﬁrst
check for matching messages in the mailbox and the after block
will only be called if there are no matches. As a result the following
method (adapted from an example in [2]) will consume all of the
messages in the actor’s mailbox.
def ﬂush_mailbox
while receive (0) {| alt , msg|alt .other { true }
alt . after { false } }
end
end
In the above code the call to receive is in a while loop which means
that receive will be continually called until it returns false. As long
as there are messages in the mailbox the block supplied to the call
to the other method will match (since it matches any message) and
so true will be returned and receive will be called again. Once the
mailbox is empty the call to the other method will not match (since
there is no message), but the call to after will match and so the call
to receive will return false which will end the loop.
The following method (also adapted from an example in [2])
implements a kind of “priority receive” by calling receive with a
timeout of 0 and matching the ﬁrst alarm message in the mailbox
or if there is no alarm message the after block will be called which
uses a nested call to receive to get any other message from the
mailbox. Note that if the nested call to receive is necessary to
ensure that a priority message is received ﬁrst even if it is not the
ﬁrst message in the mailbox.
def priority_receive
receive (0) {| alt , msg|
alt . call (:alarm, :_) { msg }
alt . after {
receive {|msg| msg}
}
}
end
3.5 Dispatching on Messages
To this point in the paper, we have described Stage’s core support
for concurrency modeled on Erlang’s concurrency support. This
is based primarily on the Actor and ActorHandle classes and the
spawn, send_message and receive methods. In this section, and
also in sections 3.6 and 3.7, we describe different ways that Stage
allows programmers to specify an actor’s behavior and to connect
that behavior with message reception events. The goal of these
mechanisms is to support programmers in to conveniently and
correctly expressing concurrent programs.
Stage allows methods to be designated as alternatives for han-
dling messages which can be seen as a special case of predicate
dispatch [3] where the patterns are the predicates. The idea is that
asmessagesarrivetheyareautomaticallyhandledbyanappropriate
“matching” method using the matching rules already described in
Section 3.3. With this approach, directly calling the receive method
becomes unnecessary, though still possible.
These alternatives are deﬁned by calling the def_alt method in
the body of an actor’s class deﬁnition (this works because the
def_alt method is deﬁned as a class method of the Actor class).
The def_alt method can take up to two arguments and optionally
a block. The ﬁrst argument to def_alt is intended to be a pattern
designating the type of messages that the alternative can handle.
The second argument is a symbol designating the name of a method
that can be used to handle messages that match the speciﬁed
pattern.
If the def_alt method is called with a block, Stage creates a
new instance method for the class using Ruby’s metaprogramming
support (speciﬁcally the deﬁne_method method). In this case the
second argument (the method name) is optional. If a method name
is provided then the created method is given that name, otherwise a
new name is generated. New alternatives can be added dynamically
at any time.
The following code, based on our hill climbing example, desig-
nates that the stop_searching method should be used to handle :quit
messages and that a generated method should be used to handle
:restart messages.
class Searcher < Actor
def stop_searching
...
end
def_alt (: quit , : stop_searching )
def_alt (: restart ) {
...
}
end
The run method in the Actor class, which is executed when
an actor is spawned with no block provided, is shown in below.
This is the method that is responsible for receiving and dispatching
messages based on alternatives deﬁned by calls to the def_alt
method. Speciﬁcally, the run method repeatedly handles messages
by ﬁnding and calling matching methods, and this continues
until one of those matching methods calls the quit method which
terminates the actor (along with the underlying operating system
process). Like with blocks passed to the Alternative class’s call
method, the way messages are passed to matching methods is
sensitive to the arity of that method.
def run(timeout=nil)
until @quit
receive (timeout) {| alt , message|
alt .method_by_pattern
alt .other(&method(:other))
alt . after {after ()}
}
end
end
The actually dispatch is done in the method_by_pattern method
deﬁned in the Alternative class. This is done by ﬁrst considering
each alternative in the current class in the order in which they are
deﬁned. If no matching alternative is found the process is applied
recursively up the superclass chain.
If no matching alternative is found in any class the other method
is called. The default implementation of the other method, shown
below, simplycallsthenomatchmethodwhichmeansthatthegiven
message will remain in the mailbox. An actor that would like
to handle arbitrary messages in speciﬁc ways should override this
default.
def other(message)
nomatch()
end
If no matching message is found before the speciﬁed timeout is
reached the after method is called. The default implementation of
the after method is an empty method and should be overridden by
actors that would like to handle timeout events. Unless the after
method calls quit the receive method will be called again (since
it is being called in a loop) with the same timeout value and so theactor will continue to receive and handle messages despite reaching
the timeout.
3.6 Dispatching Patterns
Support for various dispatching patterns or conventions can
be implemented on top of Stage’s support for method based
alternatives described in the previous section. Such conventions
allow programmers to, in a simple declarative style, express how
messages are to be handled.
As an example, the Actor class supports a simple “dispatch by
method name” strategy. The idea is that when messages that are
a symbol or an array of the form [symbol, ...] the message can
be handled by calling a method matching the given symbol if one
exists (i.e., the symbol is taken to be a method selector).
To use this feature the dispatch_by_name class method should
be called in the body of an Actor subclass deﬁnition. The
dispatch_by_name method can optionally be called with a list of
method names which restricts the list of methods that will be
considered when dispatching.
The implementation of the dispatch_by_name method is simple.
It uses the def_alt method to associate the appropriate method (by
name) with two patterns as shown below.
def self .dispatch_by_name(selectors )
selectors .each {| selector |
self . def_alt ( selector , selector )
self . def_alt ([ selector , :_], selector )
}
end
As an example, the following class deﬁnes an actor that im-
plements our simple hill climbing algorithm with support for
random restarts. The actor responds to two types of messages
stop_searching and restart. Both of these types of messages will
be automatically matched to and handled by the corresponding
method. If neither of those messages are received, the actor will
search for a number of steps (see the after method) and then
check for messages again (with a timeout of 0 seconds). If a
solution is found, the searching actor uses the notify_linked_actor
method to send the solution to the supervising actor. For brevity,
the climb, solved and random_solution methods (i.e., the methods
that implement the actual search algorithm) are not shown here
instead we simply focus on the methods involved in the handling
of messages.
class Searcher < Actor
def stop_searching
quit ()
end
def restart
@solution = random_solution()
end
def after
climb(@steps)
if solved()
notify_linked_actor ([: solved, @solution])
end
end
dispatch_by_name(:stop_seaching, : restart )
end
This hill climbing example demonstrates the ease with which
Stage allows concurrent programs to be written. The Searcher class
simply deﬁnes methods for handling message of interest and an
after method for handling timeouts. Actors of this type are started
using the spawn method, as usual, and receiving and dispatching
messages is handled automatically, without explicitly calling the
receive method.
3.7 State-Based Message Handling
For modeling some types of concurrent problems it is important
for actors to handle messages differently in different “states”. Such
an actor can be thought of as a state machine [11]. In Erlang this
can be done by “transitioning” between states using tail function
calls, which Erlang optimizes. Ruby does not optimize tail calls,
so such an approach would only work for very simple state based
actors.
Stage provides programmers several options for considering
state while handling messages. First, receive statements (and asso-
ciated loops) can be nested, with each nested call corresponding to
a state and having its own set of pattern based matchers. Second, if
instance or local variables are used to capture the state of the actor,
then the when method in the Actor class can be used to express the
(state based) conditions under which a particular alternative should
be considered to match as discussed in Section 3.3.
As a third alternative, Stage provides support for explicitly
specifying which state an actor is in and declaratively specifying
which alternatives apply in which states. This is based on the
transition_to, for_state and for_all_states methods in the Actor
class. The transition_to method is used by client code to tran-
sition between states while handling messages. The for_state
and for_all_states methods can be called in the body of a class
deﬁnition. Alternatives deﬁned following a call to for_state apply
only when the actor is in a state matching the argument to for_state.
This is analogous to how visibility modiﬁers (private, protected and
public) work in Ruby. In the following example, it is assumed that
states are represented by symbol objects.
class Collector < Actor
# alternatives deﬁned here apply in all states
...
for_state : collecting
# alternatives deﬁned here apply only in state
# : collecting
...
for_all_states
# alternatives deﬁned here apply in all states
...
end
Specifying alternatives by state does not change the order in
which those alternatives are considered when dispatching on mes-
sages, it just implicitly adds an additional condition that must be
satisﬁed for a message to be considered a match.
The use of the when or for_state approaches to handling state,
extend the simple predicate dispatch mechanism implemented in
Stage to consider the actor’s state along with the message value.
These techniques (in particular the for_state technique) make it
easy to express, in a declarative style, which states are of interest
and how the matching of messages is affected by those states.Based on these declarations, dispatching details are handled by
Stage.
4. SUMMARY
The Actor model is an approach to concurrent programming
that has theoretical appeal and has also served as the basis for
practical languages such as the Erlang programming language.
This paper introduces Stage, a Ruby implementation of the Actor
model inspired in part by Erlang. Stage has several interesting
features which taken together make it easy for programmers to
express concurrent programs in Ruby, taking advantage of the
performance beneﬁts of multcore and multiprocessor architectures.
Stage supports pattern based support for receiving and handling
messages using method calls and blocks. It supports a specialized
form of predicate dispatch based on pattern matching on messages
that supports overriding and the dynamic addition of alternatives.
It supports a simple convention based dispatching of messages.
It also provides several techniques for extending the predicate
dispatch to also consider an actor’s state.
Using several smaller examples we have illustrated Stage’s main
features and have demonstrated that it can be used to effectively
express concurrent problems. The result is that client code can
operate concurrently without dealing with threads and locks and
with little concern for the mechanics of message passing and
matching. As one ﬁnal illustration, the following code ﬁlls in some
of the details for the Supervisor class.
Once spawned (see the last line of code), the supervisor actor
spawns twenty searcher actors (instances of the Searcher class)
which concurrently explore the search space. The supervise
method is used to monitor the search activities. When the super-
visor receives a :solved message it stops all of the searchers by
sending them a :stop_searching message (by calling the broadcast
method which sends the same message to a list of actors) and then
the supervise method returns. If no :solved message is received for
60 seconds, the supervisor sends a restart message to each of the
searchers (again using the broadcast method) and then continues
waiting for a solved message.
class Supervisor < Actor
def run(count)
searchers = (1.. count). collect {
Searcher.spawn_link(self )
}
supervise( searchers )
end
def supervise( searchers )
while
receive(60000) {| alt ,msg|
alt . call (:solved, :_) {|type, solution |
broadcast (: stop_searching , searchers )
false }
alt . after {
broadcast (: restart , searchers )
true }
}
end
end
end
Supervisor.spawn(20)
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